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On Thursday, June 28, 2012 the Supreme Court or the United States (SCOTUS) upheld the 
provisions of the Affordable Care Act (ACA), including the Medicaid eligibility expansion (with a 
caveat that Congress may not rescind existing program funds if states choose not to participate in the 
eligibility expansion of their state’s Medicaid program). The Court affirmed the controversial mandate 
provision, putting the penalty for not having insurance in terms of a tax which falls under Congress’ 
taxing authority. As a result, nearly all Americans must obtain insurance coverage or be penalized 
(aka taxed), and health plans must operate under the rules set forth in the ACA law (e.g., accept all 
comers, rate restrictions, tax credits, ACO development, Exchanges, premium subsidies). 

The SCOTUS decision brings a new degree of certainty to the future of health reform…and certainty 
this can be a good thing. While the November elections remain a factor in the ultimate fate of the 
ACA, over the next several months health plans should expect slew of new regulatory definitions to 
be delivered by HHS which will further solidify many components of the legislation. The general 
consensus among health plan leaders is that even with a November shift in the White House or 
Congress, much of health reform is here to stay…the train has left the station. 

STRATEGIC FOCUS 

A health plan’s ability to anticipate market shifts and prepare for strategic and tactical execution has 
reached a new level of urgency. Informed decision-making will separate winners from losers as 
companies manage through uncertainty. It calls for laser focus on two strategic imperatives: 

1. Protect and retain existing customers. Supported by the mandate, and with public and private health 
benefit exchanges now in hyper-speed development as a new distribution channel, plans need to 
deepen relationships with existing customers across product-lines, market segments and distribution 
channels. This means identifying and profiling a Plan’s most valuable and most vulnerable customers, 
to determine the mix of loyalty-driven outreach that can start in 2012 to assure a Plan keeps their “best” 
customers. 

2. Leverage “big data” to target growth opportunities. Across the country, the ACA is expected to 

bring access to 30 million new customers; 24 million entering a new customer journey (aka Exchange), 
and possibly 16 million new Medicaid enrollees. And let’s not forget the 10,000 people becoming 
Medicare eligible every day for the next ten years! Having a deep understanding of these prospective 
customers through demographic, attitudinal and behavioral data-driven segmentation is the only way to 
build an actionable marketing and sales plan that allows an insurer to get their fair share of customers 
about to enter the marketplace. 

With product standardization and price transparency leveling the retail playing field and neutralizing 
brands, health insurers will need to refresh their approaches to customer acquisition and retention. 

 



 

TACTICAL EXECUTION 

It is expected that Exchanges (either State or HHS run) will come on-line in the fall of 2013 for open 
enrollment, with benefit activation starting January 2014. A year and a half is not a lot of time to get 
ready. Using the months that remain to optimize market position and fine-tune value proposition is a 
critical success factor for every health plan. 

Following are a series of questions health insurers must have answers for sooner rather than later: 

Data & “The Whole Consumer”: How is the Plan leveraging data to quantify demographic composition, 
value attitudes and profitability to get a “whole consumer” or 360 degree view of existing members (by 
employer group, customer segment, product, and distribution outlet)? And for nor non-members, which 
are most likely to contribute positively to the Plan’s Medical Loss Ratio (i.e.,  expand and grow member 
base prior to 2014) and, what are the key characteristics of uninsured new market entrants and most 
likely Exchange shoppers? 

Brand & Differentiated Value: How does a health Plan differentiate its brand in a marketplace likely to 
see increased competition, especially with the migration of individuals and small groups to Insurance 
Exchanges? And, is the structure in place to assure messaging is being delivered in a unified, consistent 
voice, always reinforcing a relevant, compelling value proposition to combat the environmental noise 
created by ACA? 

Education & Community Outreach: Leading-up to full implementation in 2014, how is the Plan setting 
itself apart from competitors as the go-to community consumer resource providing education and 
guidance to navigate healthcare reform to capture consumer mind-share? 

Product & Services: In addition to the Plan’s core product portfolio and standardized Exchange 
products, are there product and service diversification opportunities to drive revenue outside constraints 
of ACA such as supplemental, ancillary or non-health insurance products? 

Marketing & Sales: Given the fast-paced trend of high engagement, personalized marketing, how can 
Plans leverage new approaches to extend their health care reform acquisition and retention marketing 
(e.g., digital mix – social, mobile, video as well as offline tactics)? What’s the multi-channel distribution 
mix that’s going carry a Plan forward most effectively (e.g., field sales, call center, online, mobile, retail)? 

Customer Retention & UX: How are member “touchpoints” across all functional business areas within 
the organization being managed to drive an integrated member “communication stream” that deepens 
engagement and improves the user experience (UX)? 

SEQUENCED ACTION 

Health reform makes 2014 an important milestone for every health plan: market leaders protecting 
their turf and opportunists setting up for a land grab. At the same time, a value-based consumer 
experience has never been more important as the center of power shifts into the hands of the health 
insurance customer.  

The retailization of healthcare means consumers are in control, budgeting for their health benefits, 
navigating care delivery, and recommending preferred companies. 

 

 

 



 

It’s time to anticipate and prepare for this a new customer journey by putting a plan together built 
around these sequenced, deliberate action steps: 

 Know existing and prospective customers better than any of your competitors. 

 Build an actionable roadmap to secure a differentiated, believable market position. 

 Establish an arsenal of B2C marketing tools to reach, motivate and bond with consumers. 

 Integrate & optimize sales outlets (broker, worksite, telesales, online, mobile, retail). 

 Design a high engagement customer experience to drive retention and loyalty 

What was once a marketplace anchored in group insurance is transforming into a market driven by 
personal decision-making. Access to health coverage will be through a co-dependent network of 
transaction “facilitators” making sure there’s an entry point for every consumer. Forward thinking 
marketers are making sure existing and prospective customers are more engaged in their health. 

In a retail healthcare marketplace it’s the consumer’s responsibility to deal with intimidating, complex 
benefit and health care decisions. Whether driven by reform or natural marketplace competitive 
pressures, if the cry for “personal responsibility” means asking consumers to step-up and take control 
of their healthcare destiny, they need to be educated in order to make smart, individualized choices. 
The burden falls on health plans to guide customers with relevant decision support. 
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